This article discusses the photograph and the souvenir together as relics of a trinketizing touristic countenance. It argues that the reified image memorializes the exotic other, and a romanticized view of childhood, in the midst of war and deprivation. Charity and memory are bound together here with geo-politics. An analysis of similarities and differences in the ways photographs and souvenirs trace encounters with 'photogenic poverty' is urgent. A critical political response would aim to do more than the infantilizing gestures of charity and aid now favoured by liberal concern under late imperial capitalism.
With the passing of time, these souvenirs undergo a significant change of meaning. As the recollections they embody fade away, they increasingly assume documentary functions; their impact as photographic records definitely overshadows their original appeal as memory aids. Leafing through the family album, the grandmother will re-experience her honeymoon, while the children will curiously study bizarre gondolas, obsolete fashions, and old young faces they never saw. (Kracauer, 1997 (Kracauer, [1960 : 21)
Farida
As the world prepared for yet another Oil crusade, I was reading my daily paper, as you do. On the same page that reports the speech of Colin Powell to the United Nations Security Council in the lead-up to the attack on Iraqin his talk the General cited a plagiarized British MI6 research paper on Iraqi weapons while standing before a hastily covered-up tapestry of Picasso's Guernica -there appeared an ad for the aid and relief charity Unicef. In the style of a soap powder commercial, this ad extols the virtues of the organization and what it could do for a girl called Farida. Tragically subject to domestic oppression (see Figure 1 ), she would be saved if I would just donate a few coins to the charitable cause. The face of someone I have never met, and whom Powell will never meet (with more sinister consquences), is used to demand an intervention.
I feel like we have been here before. A year earlier we were witness to the perverted irony of simultaneous delivery of exploding and unexploded ordinance (cluster bombs, threatening Afghans with obliteration) dropped from the very same B52 bombers that deliver similarly coloured aid packages (Hershey bars and the like, threatening Afghan kids with tooth decay). The yellow bag of death that rains down from the sky clusters far too closely around aid and raid. There is a photograph which captures this, and which I have sometimes discussed in my classes for an hour or more (boring the students, no doubt). The image shows a young woman collecting the yellow packets. I ask my students what they see and they answer: packets; desert landscape; a woman in traditional dress. I ask them what is there that they can't see: they answer that the woman is collecting the packets for her children. We discuss this and decide there is also a photographer; perhaps other Afghanistanis; an invading army; the cave of Osama bin Laden in the distance. We can't see these things, but we are sure they are there. I ask what is implied, and this is where it gets complicated as we segue into discussions of geo-political interests that led the US to the Middle East; the ways the story circulates via the international press and journalism; the photographic industry and its material apparatus -dark rooms, film stock, camera stores. Much can be read into an image like this, especially if one knows the yellow packets contain chocolate bars and that Afghanistan was being made safe for democracy, and Lonely Planet. 1 On the one hand, charitable aid and the advent of the cola wars; on the other, weapons-led reconstruction contracts and the demise of the Taliban.
The focus of this article is on images like this, and others not so dissimilar, which I will treat as reminders, as a kind of souvenir. It is in these photographic aids to memory that I think we can witness the double play of an aid/charity war/conquest programme that has always been the structure of imperialism. In particular, by focusing upon images of children as displayed in aid photography -primarily my examples will be drawn from Asia -I hope it is possible to see not only what is shown to be there, as well as what is there but not shown, but also draw out some of the implications, to generalize and speculate. Provocatively perhaps, but necessarily, this speculation addresses the kind of hypocrisy which, for example, permits US and UK strategists to calculate the degree of humanitarian relief burden precipitated by 12 million first-day casualties in a South Asian, war precipitated by that same US and UK. The humanitarian 'Push for Peace' of the British Prime Minister links up with the US administration's caution that an excessive concern with civilian casualties should not be allowed to expose US service personnel to unacceptable risks. The calculus of war dead in Iraq of course only gives the numbers for the 'coalition'. Iraqi casualties are numberless, by decision of General Tommy Franks. But television lingers lovingly over the Iraqi boy airlifted to a Kuwaiti hospital for treatment of his burns, and the engaging smile of a 9-year-old girl who has had her leg blown off, now in the care of those same fighting Marines. We are assured that the rationale for the intervention was to ensure the freedom of the woman and children of Iraq, Afghanistan, Syria ...
The double standard two-step has always been the structure of charity; a cheap entrée to virtue. Aid agencies long ago learnt the tug of sympathy. The key to the Unicef ad and the Calcutta Rescue Fund brochure (see Figure  2) is that a photograph of a (smiling) child would be the necessary motivator for even just a gesture (send just a few coins) of care or concern for dispossessed human beings. This shows our own infantilism. Are we so childish that we must be tempted to action by this blatant manipulation? How is it that such images could let us forget who caused the injuries and injustices in the first place? Are we incapable of understanding more complex arguments and reasonings, explanations even, that would move us to acts of more equitable redress? Or is it that a more radical mode of redistribution must be hidden by these images of sweetness? Unable to face the consequences of mercantile plunder and armament salesmanship, we satiate ourselves with charitable gestures and fantasies of childhood.
A few coins, a gift, and the kids are supposed to be fine.
The politics of aid and war often evoke the rights of children and childhood as just cause. To imagine that problems of inequality, HIV, famine or war are ones that primarily have to do with childhood is an effect of a cynical publicity drive trading on threadbare ideologies of the romantic innocent or naïve primitive. On the other side of this ideological two-step, there is also the use made of demands for the rights of children, to 'childhood' and to education -both prominent in the pre-attack stages of the Afghan war and implied in the Unicef ad. Significantly, in the aftermath of the war, it is noticeable that discussion of education for females, which was so important for explaining why the Taliban were bad, is now also absent from the news agenda. This dual ideology of care and cavalier incursion is perpetrated by non-government organizations (NGOs) and government alike, and seems to me to remain uninterested in explicit examination of economic and political contexts. What would be required is a closer look at the kids with the toys -jet bombers and missile systems, aid programmes and tax incentives -and to examine their fantasy childishness as perpetual plunder, the games of war we learnt, but should have left, in the schoolyard.
If it were not merely a matter of looking at the front page of the paper, or turning on the evening 'news', the object of such an analysis might be the myriad pictures of cute children -what I will call the archive of photogenic poverty. A vast representational compendium of children in need supports a mode of charity clearly insufficient and inadequate in its effects. My argument is that charity is an alibi for avoiding the structural redistribution that would not only alleviate but eradicate the poverty of children, also of adults, families, people -and surely this is the most urgent and necessary achievement for which we must strive if 'our leaders' are not continually to resort to the stupidity of war under cover of that same, seemingly beneficent, impulse.
This article argues, then, against pictures of cute children -photogenic poverty -as this allows charity to masquerade and alibi Bush and Blair's imperialist intervention. Even where it is not a matter of invasion and war, the pictures of cute children -photogenic poverty -allow calls for more adequate redistribution to be ignored. Pictures of cute children -photogenic poverty -transmutes poverty into a naïve aesthetics. The perversity of this is unspeakable.
Perhaps it is impossible to begin to talk about childhood when we are so childish ourselves.
This article also follows, in an intentionally eclectic way, the structure of Capital (Marx, 1967 (Marx, [1867 ); but where the cultural heritage of the world appears at first sight as an endless collection of commodities of a special kind, and where the image of a child, taken as both souvenir and photograph, might be the elementary form. Examining the archive of photographs of children in the texts of NGO and aid organizations and calling them souvenirs allows the paternalistic (perhaps even paedophilic?) voyeurism of the charity impulse to be exposed. This leads us to ask, within a restricted economy, just what is the use-value of children to such concerns? Because that image of Farida cleaning the floor is indistinguishable from many of the photographs I have seen backpackers take as mementos of their travels, I want to consider it as a strange kind of souvenir. Looking through the prism of contemporary tourism studies and the anthropology of the gift, I want to offer a critical take on souvenired images in aid organization and charity photographs, even though, in the shadow of war, it might seem perverse to stop and contemplate such ephemeral moves.
Where do all these images come from? How do they come to us? They are mass-produced (where mass production means the greatest number of things made by the least number of people). Behind the trick of the market, the factory conditions in which souvenirs are produced deserve attention. The producers, the distribution system, the sales agents at all levels, the touts, the guest houses, hotels, translators, bus drivers, train stations, travel companies, ferry and tour boat operators, fishermen, cooks, airline corporations, booking clerks, street kids. The network of touristic production extends further than brochures and holiday reminiscences might suggest. Thus there will be reason to consider the fetish quality of the souvenir image, so that its secret might be revealed. Behind the tourist commodity souvenir, an entire apparatus of production, circulation and consumption operates. The fetish disguises systemic relations that extend throughout the social world -and an entire hierarchical set of exchanges and conditions, and the valorization of these, can be obscured in the memorial reification that the souvenir exhibits.
The souvenir in circulation is not primarily given (it may be) but is displayed. Sometimes, perhaps often, this display comes with the same sort of resentment that can be heard in the postcard message: 'Having a good time, wish you were here.' This becomes complicated when the location is in need: Farida -subject to charity and the charitable gaze -the object and subject of photogenic poverty, she stands duty for the beneficent philanthropy of the victors. This souvenir image marks leisured privilege and comes, later, like all souvenirs, to memorialize that privilege, erasing the specificities of its purchase and production in the fantasy of elsewhere. The same scene is played out at the end of the life of Jack Nicholson's character in the film About Schmidt (dir. Alexander Payne, 2002) in his bitter-sweet correspondence with the 9-year-old Okweyu in Tanzania (another third-world site only registered on US screens through the global image-bank of 'terror attack'). With Okweyu, the scene of the nostalgically infantalized exotic is just like a wellused souvenir, already on the way to the scrap heap, destined to memory. A souvenir of course always circulates and eventually spirals into various encrusted modes of either reification or disuse -it heads towards the junk pile or the museum. Antique or refuse, a dialectical image.
Calcutta
In a scene from a movie which perhaps only offers a convenient way to open up representations and power, I think I can justify a spurious link between travel, souvenirs and war: tourists, movie stars and torturers all wear dark glasses (because it gives the wearer the illusion of not being noticed, of passing as if it were night -see Virilio 2000 Virilio [1996 ).
What I have in mind is the coin scene and arrival story at the start of the film City of Joy (dir. Roland Joffe, 1991) which features Patrick Swayze getting to know the kids. He arrives by taxi amongst cows, in a street where they do not usually appear, and the kids rush to him. He plays a coin trick for them, or rather on them, and gives the coin as a gift -the gift, his first act of charity in a film that will have him give and give all the way through until he seems to have saved the city, Calcutta, and we can be reassured that 'All that is not given is lost.' As he alights from his taxi and with a little sleight of hand attracts the kids, he is quickly overwhelmed. Beset by several others, demanding more, he must be rescued and ushered into the security of the Fairlawn Budget Hotel. There his troubles begin: this unreliable doctor on the run who forgets his passport in an ashram will be the white man with the answers who will give his labour as charity for the downtrodden poor. There is much to say about how the gesture of charity is the trick that keeps the reputation of Calcutta in circulation worldwide, à la Mother Teresaenhanced images of poverty. 2 Swayze arrives in the city and the first point of access is through the grasping hands of children. The encounter with the other begins as a demand, and a gesture of exchange that is shown from the start to be uneven -Swayze's single coin, however dextrously handled, cannot satisfy the needs of those hands.
In my possession I have a picture of Prince Charles of England visiting Mother Teresa (formerly of Albania, more lately of Calcutta, soon the pantheon of Vatican saints). The value of this photo call to a prince or princess should be noted, even though the Mother Teresa mission has several times been accused of neglecting children and promoting its ideological line over the interests of the poor. There are substantial critiques now available that point out the hypocrisy of the grizzled anti-abortion 'hell bat' pursuing the Pope's 'heinous policy of compelling the faithful to breed' (Hitchens, 1992) . The Sisters of Charity nuns remain, even now she herself has met her maker, highly visible in the imagination of the place called Calcutta, at least as far as it is seen from the outside, on western screens. Mother Teresa worked for 20 years in a communist-run state and not many of those exposed to her international reputation were appraised of that scarlet fact. Instead, the charitable actions of the few are in focus. Charles's estranged wife Diana would also visit, before a death that coincides within a week with Mother Teresa's own. 3 On the streets of the city the nuns these days are perhaps less ubiquitous. There are, however, a great number of other NGO and similar organizations doing their bit in the city, and more generally in all parts of Asia and the Middle East. Organizations like the Child In Need Institute (CINI) tell us what good things are being done for children in the so-called 'Black Hole', but we do not hear much more than what good that does when a more adequate redistribution programme might do more. 4 In a film called The Bitter Tea of General Yen, starring Barbara Stanwyck (dir. Frank Capra, 1933) , it is the missionaries whose charitable efforts overshadow the possibly more important political struggles in China in the revolutionary period. It is a cinematic staple: charity foregrounded, the struggle of political systems obscured.
The coin trick of Swayze is played on kids, but for my mind it primarily implies and exposes an adult-infant relation of inequality. One plays tricks, the other is tricked (hopefully sometimes the roles reverse). In thinking of arrivals and visitors, it might be ventured that the point of emotional access to Asia for Western visitors is very often and primarily children -I have in mind interactions on trains and on the street, halting attempts to speak local languages, doe-eyed adorables and the orphans of Ma T, through to the photogenic poverty of kids as seen in the host of NGO and charity aid brochures by which India's -or at least Calcutta's -reputation is known. Is it possible to examine visitor interaction with the subcontinent in an infantile register, an archive of experiences of discrepant age (minorities, the ageless land, tender, timeless beauty, virgin, new-born, pubescence -a fledgling city in an immature nation, etc)? To focus on childhood as point of visitor access to Asia does not mean poverty and children are all there is, nor that they are the main focus of all Asia travel (for every do-good traveller and charity concern there is a banana-pancake bhang lassi crazed Enfield scooter lunatic off to Goa or Rajasthan forts or tiger footprint hunt package tourist), but the prefiguring of aid via children and poverty does set the scene. The pictographic commodification of charity in the postcard series 'Les Enfants du Calcutta' offers a case in point -a photographer who eventually comes into conflict with the government takes a series of snaps of smiling cherubs as a fundraiser for an aid organization (see Figure 3) . No problem there, except the focus on kids is a distortion. Only through the kids does a certain version of Calcutta come into view -one that is particularly amenable to the charitable impulse -and it comes in place of other possible modalities of redistribution.
Souvenirs as Memory
Thus, as I have said, these photographs of children may be offered as souvenirs. A souvenir has the same structure as these photographic mementos, though of course a photograph is not the same as a souvenir in every case. Along with Olalquiaga (1999: 81) , I think the commodity fetish structure governs the souvenir and the photograph in a double way. Modernity 'yields to the idea of novelty' in order to sustain its reproductive mechanism, and so must discredit and 'hinder the speed and quantity of commodity production necessary for capital surplus and profit making'. The souvenir is ideal for this, its aura of uniqueness. Unique, but nostalgic, the souvenir is also something of a throwback to the world of childhood games and fantasies of abandonment and innocence. On the one hand, modernity glorifies the pre-industrial past, the traditional, the old aged and memorable (see Olalquiaga, 1999: 81) , and souvenirs do excellent service for this sentiment. On the other hand, this is also a trick, souvenirs are more often than not factory made, they are rarely unique and are not only repositories of the past -at least their key characteristics rests not on this, but rather on availability to every visitor and the ubiquity of their staged nostalgia -we all have them, collected, surely souvenirs have no aura. Souvenirs are not repositories of memory in the same way all the time. Souvenirs are commodities and open to abuse. Like the photograph, the souvenir is a mysterious thing. It can be anything, can show anything, inscribe anything, portray, evoke -so long as it enters into the exchange structure between here and there, home and away. The souvenir mutates its 'whatever' into any other whatever, it moves (us) through metamorphosis, it carries across, no matter how authentic, inauthentic, ironic, iconic, so long as it is deployed in a system of meaning. Farida moves us, does cleaning duty, for example, for conscience. Even photogenic poverty becomes a souvenir, a reminder. They can grow up to be anything, anyone.
Souvenirs, like the photographs in Kracauer's (1960) family album, are also -often faulty -memory aids for the self. They may be nostalgic, but they are not representations of places so much as they tell of, and remember something of, who the souvenir hunter is, was, did and how they have been remade. Souvenirs tell more about the former self and rework the early social context of their moment of collection. Though they themselves are mute, they carry the culture of exchange and remember the deal, even where it is a trick of the trade, an extraction. If any of us were to recall our own childhood, surely it is often by way of souvenirs, or at least those traces of games and trinkets with which our juvenile worlds were cluttered, and which gives a kind of haphazard shape to our presents still. The souvenir is a point of access and renewal. I want to recognize this as a system. The games we play with ourselves today are recollections of much earlier pastimes.
Souvenirs are sometimes considered, by academics mostly, in terms of intercultural symbolic exchange, where preconceived assumptions and representations, or reputations, are rehearsed by both locals and visitors. (Dougoud, 2000 : 224, after Jules-Rosette, 1984 . That souvenirs could be analysed in Marxist terms as congealed social relations between people with dissimilar status at the market seems entirely plausible. Souvenirs alienate and commemorate social relations following the structure of the commodity fetish. 'I know this is not X, but for me it means X' is the structure of the fetish and it inheres to tourist nostalgia quite clearly. We find the fetish, of course, in the market:
The role of the marketplace is fundamental in local economic development, including tourist management. Markets are often the prime source of souvenir and artefact, the closest many tourists get to local interaction beyond the hospitality industry. They do offer a compromise, a meeting ground between ... tourist, broker and host community, that is both authentic and staged, since they can be located and housed in strategic sites, away from sensitive and private areas. (Evans, 2000: 129, emphasis added) Meeting ground -the reference might be to Dean MacCannel's (1992) tourist papers collection entitled Empty Meeting Grounds. It was in the marketplace of the Al Shula district that US bombs made their most devastating civilian impact/atrocity in Iraq. The market encounters other exchanges, though usually as bustling -empty -place on the tourist trail, the market is merely the site of a kind of trick -the coin trick of Swayze -because the players of the market game are presented as equal -buyer and seller, host and guest, or at least mediated by the broker. As Marx teaches us, the hidden backstage to this 'appearance' (ersheinungsform) of exchange is the unequal scene of production. 5 Of course touristic production is an industry even where the backstage is foregrounded as performance. The craft ideology of the souvenir sometimes ensures that production is also on display. Unlike the magic of film, the trend in the souvenir industry is for the mechanics of the business to be revealed, the artisans are on show. A kind of vaudeville, fun fair, touristic expenditure can be a play at real shopping, where 'tat' replaces, or becomes, the commodity. The charity image also offers the child at play -innocence -or as victim -innocent -and it similarly demands a play at 'real' concern and assistance. Of course the wisest kids often take the tourist for a ride -there is no simple rule as to who should be the victim here, though differentials of status and income are a pretty good guide. There will also be the occasional anxiety about child labour in the making of carpets, and the example of Farida and the Unicef ad reminds us that a child's productive life is not often about fun. 6 There are reasons not to dismiss this, and yet ...
Remember that the tourist is on holiday -time separate from work -and the tourist, even if a worker at home, is empowered to take leisure in a version of another person's everyday. The differentials of time here are part of an exchange trick too. Thus we should also consider the extent to which purchases, representations and experiences of tourism are somehow 'outside' regular commerce, or not. The work of tourism might be productive, yet the front line of the touristic exchange, the image before the camera or the trinket stall itself, is only a small part of the circulating productive apparatus that brings tourists face to face with street kids.
We could ask if souvenirs are commodities, amenable to a commodity analysis and, if so, with what degree of allegiance to orthodox Marxism, Keynesian economics, or some other form of postmodern consumption studies framework? For the purposes of this article, I have tried to deploy primarily a Marxist perspective, attendant to the dangers of reifying Marx or simplification through orthodox interpretation -I take Capital as a 'sketch' which might suggest ideas for opening up the souvenir to analysis, not as a fixed and immutable blueprint for (lack of) thought. This sketch lets us at least consider the production of touristic goods as a necessary sphere of analysis and to remember the toil, often boring and repetitive, of souvenir making. This is usually not the basket-weaving therapy of western psychiatric and age-care institutions, it is industrial scale craft manufacture. Very often dull, repetitive, piecework, remunerated at rates far, far less than the purchase prices bargained for by the morning-price hunter-travellers. Anthropologists often have houses full of this stuff -masks and spears and ceramics and rugs. Trinketization.
But after production, in the abstract machine that is Capital (note, Capital is a machine for presenting the analysis, not a timetable or chronological map; agenda setting, but not an agenda), it is just as important that there comes circulation. Much can be said here of the mechanisms that move souvenirs from trinket market to mantelpiece -the full backpacks that pass through customs, the holds of airliners, the shipment containers, the speciality traders, the designer magazines and coffee-table ornaments, the exotica shops -reeking of incense, the dust-covered storage spaces, the sheds and cupboards to which mementos are eventually relegated, the dumpster and the donation (to Oxfam, to the Opportunity Shop, to the museum). There are lines of distribution and relations of connection that could link up the workers of the first world with the kids of the street well before Swayze or Teresa arrive, well before the images of poverty enter the newspapers as a call for coins or justification of war. Jet liners and telegraphs, terrorists and marines, movies and postcards all connect up the circulating images.
After circulation, or rather coinciding with circulation, the valorization of the souvenirs -the fitting of trinkets into stories, retellings, memorializationthe elaboration of memory and reputation. Souvenirs are like holiday snaps. Kodak says it offers 'memories you can keep' (Kodak brochure). The photographer instruction handout for Oxfam publications sets out the criteria for official photogenic poverty -the people photographed in Oxfam projects should preferably be smiling. Presumably these happy countenances beam out at the beneficence of the aid workers and their undemocratic but morally righteous self-appointed 'humanitarian' interventions on behalf of us all -just a few steps behind that humanitarian bombing which accompanied the yellow aid package candy-bar drops in Afghanistan -as I mentioned at the start. In the desert of Iraq, the aid was bottled water (curiously a product also ubiquitous on the tourist trail) carried to Basra and beyond in the same supply trucks that resourced the special forces. The charitable aid of the agencies in Calcutta is also another interest in disguise. The pursuit of the military campaign operates by other means where it can -charity assuages the inequity of capitalist production as it is arraigned across the international division of labour. Giving morsels of aid, on the one hand, while extracting wealth and control on the other. The model for analysis of this scenario might still be Marx's Capital and its detailed, almost obsessive, documentation of the exploitations of child labour in the mills and factories of Northern England.
The irony of the double strategy of capitalist expansion should not be lost. And if we are to consider ironies, how about the 'Nazi bomb firecracker box' -an alternative souvenir collected in Calcutta (see Figure 4) . The phenomenon of found objects as souvenirs deserves an aside -the fireworks box labels, ayurvedic soaps, Calcutta Metropolitan Municipal Corporation tap handles, often things not produced as souvenirs at all -appeal to budget travellers in search of the unique and more authentically inauthentic. An entire collectivity of kitsch remains to be searched. These souvenirs appeal because they are not so obviously mass-produced as souvenirs. No sweat shop aid agency production here -I am no fan of the charity house sweated labour that recruits craftspeople for a 'good cause', what cottage capitalism achieves is meagre and weak. The found souvenir, however, is 
Trinketization as Circulation
Reputations enhanced by souvenirs have fascinated me for a long while. I have called this trinketization because it belongs also to a world where analysis tends towards the superficial, especially in anthropology. It has been said -and I liked this quote when I first heard it -that 'tourism demands texts no bigger than postcards' (Muecke, 1990) , but now I wonder if this is not part of the ideology of tourism that reduces social relations to fleeting encounters that ignore their contexts. The photograph and the souvenir are also congealed social relations of much wider significance -their context is a global apparatus that includes geo-political hierarchy, systems of production and distribution, the global mail service, the Kodak corporation, the photo albums, the archives, the image makers, the picture books, the academic commentaries, the travel guides, the hospitality schools, the aid organizations ... the poster kids for these networks are almost insignificant in their mass visibility. There is always another smiling face mocking the analysis.
The psychoanalytic explanation of politics which moves from the microcosm of the familial and Oedipal scene to the Big Daddy scenario -the 'two puppets' of great man and crowd, Hitler and the sexually aroused fascists, to cite Deleuze and Guattari (1983[1972] : 102) -is another doubled form of trinketization. Here, details are wrenched out of contexts to fit flights of fancy, with the fitting equivalent to repression, policing, cartographies of limits and the grinning stupidity of tenured analysis. The interchangeable nature of the appealing bon mots and aphoristic quips of the postmodernist and post-Marxist style may not be objectionable in itself, but its coincidence with the abstractions of the commodity form and the liberations of military hardware should at least make us suspicious of a fetish character in thinking, as promoted by the publishing houses, the talk shows, internet fame and professorial transfer gambits. Is this called thought? What place for criticism? So, assembling all these items in an academic paper while war plays on the telly, I have to ask how all these trinkets fit together? Is it a question of recalling dead labour, congealed hands and minds, which barely mark but have wholly shaped the trinket before its ostensible maker, or its willing, grasping or ironic buyer touches it? What is the figure for this that would conceive innumerable connections between things and would demystify the force with the luminosity of critique? Are the monads that are trinkets ever shown with the couplings by which they are so variously interconnected? It would not just be indulgence to try to understand the intimate detail of trinkets, to attend to their contours, nooks and crannies, to look closely and connect the bevelled edges of, say a small picture frame with the sharp blade that produced it, carved in lathe, operated by whom, in what factory, shipped and assembled along with how many other similarly bevelled frames? What sort of detail is the bevel in a mass produced but individuated object, one that encloses the image of a loved one perhaps, or of a favourite niece, a miniature painting by my brother? The idiosyncrasy of this object that has also the calculated contours of mass production in the war economy. Reconstruction contracts beckon. These connections are all there as the street kids implore the tourists to buy.
Plastic bottles by the thousands (per day), murky water (so many toilet rolls flushed away), clogged drains, damaged beaches, crowded dunes, water shortage, fly-blown food, Leonardo Di Caprio look-alikes, 10-year-old hawkers, 7-11 shifts, 7-11 stores, air-con everywhere, jewel con everywhere, bus ride, entry for guests only, banana pancake trail, girly bar, malaria, shikara, bijaj scooter, motor boat, video football movie, MTV all day, clogged drains, plastic bottle, KitKat, stomach ache, bar girl dive school, toilet roll toilet roll, beach hut, bar-b-queue, sunburn, long day all day, firecracker, plantation tea, bus ticket, airport, tiger cub, decay, resort, bed bugs, Lonely Planet, sex tourist, plastic disease, package tour ... the sanctification of rubbish, the junk of the world collected in curio cabinets, precision bombing. 7
Postcards and grinning fascination are not the be all and end all of culture surely -it must be plausible to expand from the trinket versions of culture that seem to belong to tourism to access some of the socio-political significance of this largest industry in the world. We -what, in my name -go to war for oil, yet turnover in tourism outstrips mining. This equation resonates, especially now as it seems we do go to war over the right of the West to travel (safety on planes), and the right of the West to prevent others from travelling (detention centres in Australia, immigration craziness in Europe). The spoilt brat of capitalism acts as the playground bully, the object being to sell more toys (weapons, souvenirs) and get others to buy more toys (commodities, memories). Hence the attempt to expand from the scene of the charity poster child to a critique of charity as a motivation, from the plastic Taj Mahal or Mecca to an analysis of how fantasies of pre-modern Asia maintain global power. It is too often the case that Asia is still conceived of as the land of temples and monuments, the Middle East relegated to a cradle of civilization, and the hundreds of years of colonial plunder, local resistance, independence, political parties, democracy, arms sales, weapons capacity and economic stagnation are somehow add-ons to the 'true' reality of timeless tribal loyalties and village simplicities. That the image of poverty dominates where the politics of state and the modernity of the nation -and all its faults -might otherwise draw attention is an example of what a maturing analysis must find.
So if the souvenir is a congealed social relation, in its form as a photograph of a child, it does not so much help us remember that child -Farida -and our social relations, but contrives to ossify them, to solidify and condense the social into objectification and thingness. Thence bombing. By this fetish displacement, the souvenir-photograph-charity complex allows us to collect infantile tokens of experience rather than face up to life and responsibility in any kind of multifaceted way. In the context of war, just as in the disparities of economic exploitation across the international labour divide, souveniring occludes and congeals. Trinket solutions to an infantile desire that cannot confront its actuality; if there were something more in charity than the obverse ideological cover for theft, we would hardly need those smiling cherubs by which we deceive ourselves. Whether there is a grown-up moment when Messrs Blair and Bush admit their profit motive moves them more than the mercy they profess, I do not know. I expect they can trick themselves into sanctimoniousness just as much as the best of us. In this context, the distractions of photogenic poverty mean a failure to adequately analyse and respond (with redistributive justice) and this happens again and again. There is obviously much more to be done with souvenirs and photographs than collect and admire.
Plunder
The philanthropic tradition in old England was a sham scandal -an ideological smokescreen that hid the mercantile plunder of colonialism with a rhetoric of civilizing mission reaching out to the unfortunate. Now exposed under conditions of neo-liberal capitalism, the 'white man's burden' looks more like a self-deluding conceit as it ever was. The terminology reveals the deceit -the 'unfortunates' was a term used by the church to refer to those who were without wealth -the term suggests they were without fortunes does it not? Who took them? And thus the white man's burden was in reality just a bag of loot, the liberation of fortunes for the glory of Empire. Plunder. Today the charitable donations of the tax-break hunting billionaires pull the same fast moves. If charity souvenir production were such a useful thing, why are not greater resources on offer to seriously produce product at adequate levels of remuneration? The obvious consequence of a Marxist analysis of charity and aid is that it is not about development or redistribution of wealth, but rather is a trinketizing way to go about the continued elaboration of poverty -and the photogenic poor are merely the proof. There should be no surprise that this comes hand in hand with the war for oil, and with platitudes that do not translate into education programs, shelter or sustenancethe latest imperial aspirations of the USA in the Middle East, Afghanistan and Iraq, and coming soon to a theatre of war near you, North Korea ... and maybe even France ... are not more than infantile games. Exoticism, charitable intervention and war, are of a type.
The clincher of this for me is to think of all those marines stationed, as occupying army, in the conquered cities of Kabul and Baghdad. What will they bring home from their tours of duty (duty? travels?) if not souvenirs? The scars and stories of war, but also the trinkets of conquest. A photograph of a local kid, a kaffiyeh head scarf, a set of those playing cards Rumsfeld had designed depicting 52 of Saddam Hussein's relatives to help with identification in the search for the ousted leader, now found. 8 War and occupation armies also leave souvenirs behind, though these are less often photogenicthe cluster bombs and discarded ordinance will continue to cause havoc for years to come; the consequences of economic destabilization after decades of superpower gamesmanship (not card tricks this time) with no thought for local lives; environmental and ecological catastrophe. There is little here to distinguish souveniring from plunder. As I have argued, this is infantile destruction.
Infantalization proceeds as a kind of stupid shock and awe. This can be read backwards through the mercantile plunderings of past colonialisms. With regard to this region, the trinketization of Asia has a long history reaching back to those Great Exhibitions that so turned Marx's eye. From a periodical of 1851, the Illustrated Exhibitor captures the rhetorical excess of this phantasmagoria:
The glowing land, the gorgeous and the beautiful ... the golden prize contended for by Alexander of old, and acknowledged in our day as the brightest jewel in Victoria's crown; India the romantic, the fervid, the dreamy country ... the far-off, the strange, the wonderful, the original, the true, the brave, the conquered; India, how nobly does she show in the Palace devoted to the industrial products of the world! We gaze upon the myriad objects ... and ... the rich stuffs which cover her walls -velvet and silk, muslin, and cloth of gold -and gazing upon the simple instruments and the still simpler people by whom they were produced -... we are transported to a strange country, and carried back to the infancy of time. (1851: 317-18, cited in Levell, 2002: 38) The infancy of time; today this conquering structure has changed only in that the travel apparatus of holiday, passport and jetliner (regime change, democracy and development contract), takes us there to collect the wonders of that ancient (and simultaneously childlike) civilization at our leisure (industry, oil). While infancy and simplicity are kept intact, in our minds and in our photographs of children, our trinkets of 'culture', our souvenirs of elsewhere survive the bombing, yet, as a matter of record, the contents of the Baghdad Museum, and the citizens of Baghdad, often do not. Photogenic poverty prevails as the marker of these days. early as last summer, but it proved to still be very difficult to travel outside Kabul. Information ages quickly, so we chose to wait a little. (Trans. Victor Alneng, Swedish text available at [http://www.dn.se/DNet/road/Classic/article/0/jsp/print.jsp?&a=56544]). 2. I have written about the reputation of the city, see Hutnyk (1996) . 3. If a memorial of any significance to the post-constructed saintliness of Diana was really needed, requisitioning her palace as a hospice for HIV and landmine victims from all over the world would be a far better step than some park on an island in a lake. 4. The record of the left front government in West Bengal has, by any reckoning, been uneven, yet in some ways impressive (see Mallick, 1994) . 5. This is never more revealingly illustrated than when Swayze meets the kids on Sudder Street. His gesture and gift is one that promises further salvation, and indeed he returns later in the film to rescue the children who have given him access and belong to the community of the street. He becomes the father figure, though fighting it out in a war with the bad father of the mafia/government. Max (the Swayze character) is the man with the answers, the charitable saviour. 6. I am keen to insist that pointing out the problematic character of discussing the relative specificity of notions of 'childhood' and its designation to particular cultures, and then the contextualizing of child labour as a particular and peculiar focus in circumstances of systematic poverty affecting entire families, will not be enough to dispel such simple notions. Culturalist difference should not also be a reason to think that women's education is of relative import. The point is that foregrounding children for the charity industry is part and parcel of an imperialism that avoids systematic redress in shelter, sustenance, opportunity and education, as such. 7. And the residues of this system, the remainders, the waste -how many empty plastic bottles to maintain the tourist resorts, how much toilet paper flushed into the sewers ... for every souvenir, a turd. I am amused to record that Patrick Swayze left a specimen bottle with his name on it in a box of stuff donated to the Calcutta Rescue street clinic when the film crew for City of Joy departed. A choice souvenir that was, it was auctioned off by the volunteers, earning, I think, the grand sum of 70 rupees. 8. Just before someone actually got their act together and produced an anti-war set, I was also busy designing an alternative deck of playing cards, with George W as Ace of Clubs, Blair as Queen of Hearts, Colin Powell as Ace of Spades, and Rumsfeld as the Joker. Unlike the US marines' deck which just goes after Saddam's family, I was making mine international. Mother Teresa was to be the 666 of hearts. And Australian PM John Howard either the Wheelbarrow, the Old Shoe, Community Chest or the Old Kent Road.
